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In the SWARMS research project [1], we explore the development of applications for huge collections 
of mobile devices communicating via radio technologies. Our approach is inspired by the analogy of 
biological swarms and flocks with the following characteristics: 

• Relatively resource constrained individuals achieve complex joint operation by local, non-
centralized interaction.  

• Individuals move independently from each other.  
• Individuals might fail at any time due to malfunction or death.  

 
We are especially interested in a problem-centric way of application programming: we prefer to 
describe the problem and let the swarm decide how to solve it. Our approach is to provide services 
such as communication, coordination or context awareness that help to hide the distribution from the 
application and support self-organization. They are based on a new communication paradigm we call 
the distributed virtual shared information space (dvSIS). The dvSIS describes the state of both the 
swarm as well as the environment and is based on information that the different devices acquire and 
publish. No device has complete knowledge (that is, no device sees the whole dvSIS), and must 
therefore rely on partial information. Due to environmental conditions, node failure, and so forth, the 
views of different devices might be inconsistent.  
 
Since we do not only want to prove the feasibility of our ideas by simulations, we have developed a 
first version of a middleware (which we call “SWARMSware”) that realizes the dvSIS and hides the 
environment’s complexity from the application. Communication is similar to the well-known 
publish/subscribe paradigm except that we neither use central instances nor a fixed division into 
information sources and consumers. The content-based mechanism XCast [2] controls the information 
dissemination in the network. The dvSIS consists of semi-structured self-describing information 
components that are defined by an XML schema. These components comprise meta-information 
describing the context of data acquisition (such as position and reliability) or the data itself (such as 
the level of aggregation or scope) that let the application evaluate information. Based on this meta-
information, the application can decide whether or not to integrate received information into its own 
view of the dvSIS.  
 
A swarm coordinates the behavior of its members based on their properties (capabilities and states), 
the swarm’s context and the required individual roles to complete a task. Devices carry information on 
both their capabilities (e.g. available sensors or network interfaces) and state (e.g. location or 
remaining battery capacity) as part of their local view on the dvSIS. Tasks that groups of swarm 
members need to fulfill can be derived from the context. A global task could for example be “discover 
topology”, a regional task would be “find group leader”. Each task defines different roles with certain 
requirements. An example for a role is “fixed network gateway” requiring the appropriate network 
connections. After local checking which roles a device might be able to fulfill, all devices negotiate 
the distribution of roles.  
 
The SWARMSware especially aims at so called sensor networks [3]: collections of devices which 
comprise sensing, computing, and radio frequency (RF) communication capabilities. Because devices 
must be cheap, the employed sensors may be inexact and unreliable. To derive trustworthy readings 
from rather undependable sensors [4], aggregation techniques such as multilateration and sensor 
fusion need to be employed. To aggregate corresponding readings from multiple swarm members 



within certain proximity, devices demand for synchronized clocks. Apart from a common 
understanding of time, swarm members also require knowledge about their position (absolute or 
relative to others). Thus, the middleware provides support to time synchronization, numeric location 
awareness and symbolic representations of locations. 
 
The SWARMSware has been implemented for, among others, the wireless sensor mote ESB 430/2 
developed at the Freie Universität Berlin [5], yielding a simple but immobile experimentation 
environment. In order to also enable experimentation with complex mobile 3D-scenarios, we 
integrated these motes with mobile vehicles, in this case small blimps. Each blimp is equipped with a 
sensor mote running the middleware and controlling the blimp’s engines. Additional indoor 
positioning systems feed information on the devices’ current position into their dvSIS. We are 
currently experimenting with two different systems: the first one exploits the differential time of flight 
property of ultrasound and infrared light in combination with a magnetic compass sensor to gain 
information on the orientation about the vertical axis. The second, more advanced system relies on the 
measurement of magnetic field vectors.  
 
Based on this platform, we have designed two sample applications. The first application is concerned 
with spatial coordination. Here, an external control instance issues commands such as “form circle” or 
“form rectangle”. The swarm members must then coordinate their behavior in order to achieve this 
task. Our interest is rather on the negotiation of e.g. which of the blimps represents an edge and which 
form vertices than on path planning etc. Later on, we plan to extend the functionality to blimps 
forming more complex shapes like letters etc. The second application builds on top of the first one. It 
is concerned with constantly creating a temperature map of a specified area, i.e. a building. During 
their flight, the blimps take temperature samples that are then merged into the map (as part of the 
dvSIS). This information is constantly transferred to a gateway PC from where it can be accessed. In 
this application, data fusion is the major challenge. 
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